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*A portion of the proceeds from this publication will be donated to aid research dedicated to getting a
treatment for cancer."This book is for you.In case you are fighting malignancy, that is for you.The stress of
cancer can feel crushing. For yourself and for all those you like. You&apos;ve got this. If your brother,
sister, mom, dad, child, girl, relative, or friend is certainly fighting cancer, that is for you. But perhaps this
reserve can help you get away from it all, if only for a time, coloring your stress aside and infusing your
brain and body with some much-needed positivity. Every tiny bit helps. With 35 gorgeous and inspiring,
single-sided, frameable designs inside ranging from simple to intricate, most include uplifting
messages.from the socially acceptable "..You&apos;ve got the center of a fighter" to the cheekily profane
"You are more powerful than this shit. Because fuck cancers.So find a comfortable place to artistically
unwind, raise your spirits, and boost your inner resolve to battle harder and continue. If you&apos;You
can.ve lost someone to cancer like I have, this is for you. If tumor affects your life in any way, that is for
you. I believe in you.
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Awesome! I wrapped it up and informed her not to open it until they began the chemo drip.!Made an
excellent gift This book, plus a group of colored pencils, was something special for a friend undergoing
chemotherapy. I understand she'll appreciate the positivity with a touch of bawdiness, when she is waiting
with him during his chemo sessions. She loved it, and I am delighted to be able to bring a little joy to a
friend in that challenging time. I really like Jen doesn't keep anything back her composing and her coloring
books. It really is a great stress reliever and I recommend it for anyone that has malignancy or is helping
somebody fight cancer! Great gift for those battling cancer Gifted this to a pal battling cancer. I adored
reading the positivity as I colored the pages. She really loves it and takes it to chemo. I just wish there were
more posituotes quotations on the web pages without any words. A friend's hubby was recently diagnosed
with cancer, therefore i bought this for her. This is among the best coloring books I own! She brings it with
her when she goes in for treatments. In the event that you swear like a pirate, you'll love it! gift for my
mother, who just recently recovered from . Fun also to the point Delivered it in a care package for my
friend.. gift for my mother, who also just recently recovered from throat malignancy. Gave her something
positive to do while at chemo. Five Stars My friend is enjoying this publication very much. It was well
received Purchased for my boss and she said that it really came in handy and that she acquired forgotten
how coloring could take her mind off of things. Awesome Definitely helped me get frustration out and I love
the memes in this publication. It's inappropriately spectacular, makes me chuckle, and encourages a shiny
outlook on a crappy circumstance. Inappropriately Bawdy! Lots of fun. I got this publication for my sister-in-
law who's battling breast cancer and she loves it. In the event that you abhor the F term, this is not for you.! I
received this as something special from my co-employees, and take it to weekly chemo. Therapeutic and
distracting. 5 stars This is given as something special, recipient loved it. Great idea Nice addition when close
friends are newly diagnosed. Nice and thick Nice thick pages She loved it! Bought this for my sister-in-law
who has breasts cancer! She loved it! Fun to color Bought for a pal who has cancer. She says she colours in
it during her remedies. She says she wants it.. She enjoys it!
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